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A REPRESENTATION OF WEYL-HEISENBERG LIE ALGEBRA IN
THE QUATERNIONIC SETTING
B. MURALEETHARAN†, K. THIRULOGASANTHAR‡, I. SABADINI⋆
Abstract. Using a left multiplication defined on a right quaternionic Hilbert space,
linear self-adjoint momentum operators on a right quaternionic Hilbert space are de-
fined in complete analogy with their complex counterpart. With the aid of the so-
obtained position and momentum operators, we study the Heisenberg uncertainty prin-
ciple on the whole set of quaternions and on a quaternionic slice, namely on a copy of
the complex plane inside the quaternions. For the quaternionic harmonic oscillator, the
uncertainty relation is shown to saturate on a neighborhood of the origin in the case
we consider the whole set of quaternions, while it is saturated on the whole slice in the
case we take the slice-wise approach. In analogy with the complex Weyl-Heisenberg Lie
algebra, Lie algebraic structures are developed for the quaternionic case. Finally, we
introduce a quaternionic displacement operator which is square integrable, irreducible
and unitary, and we study its properties.
1. Introduction
In the past few years there has been a resurgence of interest for the quaternionic
quantum mechanics. This topic was extensively studied starting from the celebrated
paper of Birkhoff and von Neumann who asserted that quantummechanics can be studied
only over the complex and the quaternionic numbers, see [11]. It culminated with the
book of Adler in 1995 and, after that, the interest on this topic started fading, indeed
some crucial ingredients of the theory were missing and prevented further developments
of the subject.
As it is well known, quaternions can always be represented as a pair of complex
numbers (the so-called symplectic components) and hence quaternions possess a sym-
plectic structure. As in the complex quantum mechanics, states of quaternionic quantum
mechanics are represented by vectors of a separable quaternionic Hilbert space and ob-
servables are represented by quaternionic linear and self-adjoint operators. However,
quaternionic quantum mechanics is different from the complex quantum mechanics [1].
There are three main issues which prevented physicists and mathematicians to con-
struct a well-formed quaternionic quantum mechanics. In this introduction we will dis-
cuss them and we will show that, while the answer to one of them was found in the past
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few years, the other two issues are addressed in this manuscript.
A first missing ingredient was an appropriate spectral theory for quaternionic linear
operators. Several papers treated the spectral theorem, see e.g. [17], but, surprisingly,
the notion of spectrum in use was not specified. Physicists (see [1] and references therein)
were considering the right eigenvalue problem Aφ = φq which, however, is not associated
with a quaternionic linear operator when q is a quaternion, and thus does not allow an
appropriate definition of spectrum.
The appropriate notion of spectrum, the so-called S-spectrum, was introduced more
than twenty years after the book of Adler, see e.g. [13] for the basic results on the
S-spectrum and the functional calculus associated with it. Given an operator A, its
S-spectrum is defined as the set of quaternions q for which the second order operator
A2 − 2Re(q)A+ |q|2I is not invertible. This second order operator is the linear operator
which, when one restricts to the point spectrum, gives the set of right eigenvalues and
thus generalizes the notion of eigenvalue used by physicists. Using this spectrum one can
prove a spectral theorem for quaternionic normal operators, bounded or unbounded, see
[5].
The second important issue is related to the notion of a universal momentum opera-
tor. There is no quaternionic linear self-adjoint momentum operator analogous to that
one of the complex case. In fact, if one tries to mimic the complex momentum coor-
dinate, using one of the quaternionic imaginary units i, j or k, then the corresponding
momentum operator becomes non self-adjoint. This is due to the fact that, in general,
for any quaternionic linear operator A and any quaternion q ∈ H, (qA)† 6= q A†. For
a detailed explanation we refer the reader to [22]. Further, according to [1], there is no
quaternionic self-adjoint momentum operator having all the properties fulfilled by the
momentum operator of complex quantum mechanics. For various attempts to solve this
problem and their drawbacks see [1] (pages 52-64).
In this paper we propose a solution of this issue. To explain the strategy, let us recall
that since quaternions do not commute, there are three types of quaternionic Hilbert
spaces: left, right and two-sided, according to how vectors are multiplied by scalars.
Most of the linear spaces are one-sided, but in order to have suitable properties on the
linear operators acting on them, it is necessary to have a notion of multiplication on
both sides. As it is well known, given a right quaternionic Hilbert space it is possible
to equip it with a left multiplication. This is the main tool we use to solve the second
issue. In fact, in such a space, we shall define linear self-adjoint momentum operator in
complete analogy with the complex momentum operator.
It ought to be pointed out that the left multiplication on a right quaternionic Hilbert
space is basis dependent, that is, the multiplication is defined in terms of a basis of the
Hilbert space. However, the basis dependence is not a problem when we study a particu-
lar physical system because in this case we always work in the state Hilbert space, which
is usually taken as the Hilbert space spanned by the wavefunctions of the Hamiltonian
(the Fock space).
Using the momentum operator obtained with our strategy, we shall study the Heisen-
berg uncertainty principle. We will show that, if we work on the whole set of quaternions
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H, the uncertainty relation gets saturated in a limit sense in a neighborhood of the ori-
gin. This fact happens due to the non-commutativity of quaternions which prevented us
in getting a closed form for a series. However, if we consider a quaternionic slice-wise
approach, namely if we work on copies of the complex plane contained in H, the uncer-
tainty relation holds exactly as for the complex harmonic oscillator.
We shall also consider another thorny issue of quaternionic quantum mechanics, which
is the harmonic oscillator displacement operator. In the recent years, this operator was
discussed twice in the literature on quaternionic quantum mechanics: first in [2] and
then in [25]. It has been proved that there is an operator analogous to the complex
displacement operator that can generate quaternionic canonical coherent states by the
action on the ground state in a quaternionic Hilbert space. However, it fails to be a group
representation of Weyl-Heisenberg algebra (or any other algebra) [25]. In this paper, we
shall show that with a left multiplication on a right quaternionic Hilbert space such a
displacement operator leads to a square integrable, irreducible and unitary representa-
tion. Further, it satisfies almost all the properties of its complex counterpart.
Finally, we mention another fact which is not considered in this paper but belongs to
the same mathematical framework. In complex quantum mechanics, the tensor product
composition is well-defined, but there has been historical difficulty in sensibly defining
system composition using quaternions, see e.g. [23]. In [7], section 4 and [8], it is shown
how tensor products can be constructed over the quaternions. This is, in our opinion,
another point in favor of the proposed mathematical realm where to consider quater-
nionic quantum mechanics.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we revisit the quaternions and gather
some material pertinent to the development of the manuscript. In particular, we review
the left multiplication on a right quaternionic Hilbert space. In section 3 we recall the
quantization of quaternions based on [22] but with the left multiplication defined in sec-
tion 2. In section 3.1 we discuss quaternionic coherent states on a right quaternionic
Hilbert space. In section 3.2 the coherent state quantization of quaternions is presented.
Section 3.3 deals with number, position, momentum operator and the quaternionic har-
monic oscillator. In particular, we define a class of quaternionic linear self-adjoint mo-
mentum operators. In section 3.4 we study the quaternionic Heisenberg uncertainty on
the whole set of quaternions and on a quaternionic slice. Section 4 is devoted to the
Lie algebraic structures of the operators defined in section 3, in particular, section 4.1
defines some Lie algebraic structures. In section 4.2 we obtain the Weyl-Heisenberg Lie
algebra in a quaternionic setting. In section 4.3 we demonstrate the existence of a square
integrable, irreducible and unitary harmonic oscillator displacement operator. In section
5.1 we discuss some symmetry properties of the operators and 5.2 deals with some prop-
erties of the displacement operator defined in section 4.3. Section 6 ends the manuscript
with a conclusion.
2. Mathematical preliminaries
In order to make the paper self-contained, we recall a few facts about quaternions which
may not be well-known. In particular, we revisit the 2×2 complex matrix representations
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of quaternions, quaternionic Hilbert spaces as needed here. For details we refer the reader
to [1, 6, 19, 27, 28].
2.1. Quaternions. Let H denote the field of quaternions. Its elements are of the form
q = q0+ q1i+ q2j+ q3k where q0, q1, q2 and q3 are real numbers, and i, j, k are imaginary
units such that i2 = j2 = k2 = −1, ij = −ji = k, jk = −kj = i and ki = −ik = j. The
quaternionic conjugate of q is defined to be q = q0 − q1i − q2j − q3k. We shall find it
convenient to use the representation of quaternions by 2× 2 complex matrices:
(2.1) q = q0σ0 + iq · σ,
with q0 ∈ R, q = (q1, q2, q3) ∈ R3, σ0 = I2, the 2 × 2 identity matrix, and σ =
(σ1,−σ2, σ3), where the σℓ, ℓ = 1, 2, 3 are the usual Pauli matrices. The quaternionic
imaginary units are identified as, i =
√−1σ1, j = −
√−1σ2, k =
√−1σ3. Thus,
(2.2) q =
(
q0 + iq3 −q2 + iq1
q2 + iq1 q0 − iq3
)
and q = q† (matrix adjoint) . Introducing the polar coordinates:
q0 = r cos θ,
q1 = r sin θ sinφ cosψ,
q2 = r sin θ sinφ sinψ,
q3 = r sin θ cosφ,
where (r, φ, θ, ψ) ∈ [0,∞)× [0, π] × [0, 2π)2, we may write
(2.3) q = A(r)eiθσ(n̂),
where
(2.4) A(r) = rσ0
and
(2.5) σ(n̂) =
(
cosφ sinφeiψ
sinφe−iψ − cosφ
)
.
The matrices A(r) and σ(n̂) satisfy the conditions,
(2.6) A(r) = A(r)†, σ(n̂)2 = σ0, σ(n̂)† = σ(n̂)
and [A(r), σ(n̂)] = 0. Note that a real norm on H is defined by
|q|2 := qq = r2σ0 = (q20 + q21 + q22 + q23)I2.
A typical measure on H may take the form
(2.7) dς(r, θ, φ, ψ) = dτ(r) dθ dΩ(φ,ψ)
with dΩ(φ,ψ) =
1
4π
sinφdφdψ. Note also that for p, q ∈ H, we have pq = q p, pq 6=
qp, qq = qq, and real numbers commute with quaternions. Quaternions can also be
interpreted as a sum of scalar and a vector by writing
q = q0 + q1i+ q2j + q3k = (q0,q);
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where q = q1i+ q2j+ q3k. This particular method of writing quaternions will help us for
forming a representation of Weyl-Heisenberg Lie algebra under the quaternionic settings.
We borrow the materials as needed here from [19]. Let
S = {I = x1i+ x2j + x3k | x1, x2, x3 ∈ R, x21 + x22 + x23 = 1},
we call it a quaternionic sphere.
Proposition 2.1. [19] For any non-real quaternion q ∈ H r R, there exist, and are
unique, x, y ∈ R with y > 0, and Iq ∈ S such that q = x+ Iqy.
For every quaternion I ∈ S, the complex plane CI = R + IR passing through the
origin, and containing 1 and I, is called a quaternionic slice. Thereby, we can see that
(2.8) H =
⋃
I∈S
CI and
⋂
I∈S
CI = R
One can also easily see that CI ⊂ H is commutative, while, elements from two different
quaternion slices, CI and CJ (for I, J ∈ S with I 6= J), do not commute unless they are
real.
2.2. Quaternionic Hilbert spaces. In this subsection we define left and right quater-
nionic Hilbert spaces. For details we refer the reader to [1, 6]. We also define the Hilbert
space of square integrable functions on quaternions based on [21, 27].
2.2.1. Right Quaternionic Hilbert Space. Let V R
H
be a linear vector space under right
multiplication by quaternionic scalars (again H standing for the field of quaternions).
For f, g, h ∈ V R
H
and q ∈ H, the inner product
〈· | ·〉 : V RH × V RH −→ H
satisfies the following properties
(i) 〈f | g〉 = 〈g | f〉
(ii) ‖f‖2 = 〈f | f〉 > 0 unless f = 0, a real norm
(iii) 〈f | g + h〉 = 〈f | g〉+ 〈f | h〉
(iv) 〈f | gq〉 = 〈f | g〉q
(v) 〈fq | g〉 = q〈f | g〉
where q stands for the quaternionic conjugate. We assume that the space V R
H
is com-
plete under the norm given above. Then, together with 〈· | ·〉, this defines a right
quaternionic Hilbert space, which we shall assume to be separable. Quaternionic Hilbert
spaces share most of the standard properties of complex Hilbert spaces. In particular,
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality holds on quaternionic Hilbert spaces as well as the Riesz
representation theorem for their duals. Thus, the Dirac bra-ket notation can be adapted
to quaternionic Hilbert spaces:
| fq〉 =| f〉q, 〈fq |= q〈f | ,
for a right quaternionic Hilbert space, with |f〉 denoting the vector f and 〈f | its dual
vector. Similarly the left quaternionic Hilbert space V L
H
can also be described, see for
more detail [1, 22, 24]. The field of quaternions H itself can be turned into a left quater-
nionic Hilbert space by defining the inner product 〈q | q′〉 = qq′† = qq′ or into a right
quaternionic Hilbert space with 〈q | q′〉 = q†q′ = qq′. Further note that, due to the non-
commutativity of quaternions the sum
∑∞
m=0 p
mqm/m! cannot be written as exp(pq).
However, in any Hilbert space the norm convergence implies the convergence of the
series and
∑∞
m=0 |pmqm/m!| ≤ e|p||q|, therefore
∑∞
m=0 p
mqm/m! converges.
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2.2.2. Quaternionic Hilbert Spaces of Square Integrable Functions. Let (X,µ) be a mea-
sure space and H the field of quaternions, then{
f : X → H
∣∣∣∣∫
X
|f(x)|2dµ(x) <∞
}
is a right quaternionic Hilbert space which is denoted by L2
H
(X,µ), with the (right) scalar
product
(2.9) 〈f | g〉 =
∫
X
f(x)g(x)dµ(x),
where f(x) is the quaternionic conjugate of f(x), and (right) scalar multiplication fa, a ∈
H, with (fa)(q) = f(q)a (see [21, 27] for details). Similarly, one could define a left
quaternionic Hilbert space of square integrable functions.
2.3. Left Scalar Multiplication on V R
H
. The following idea of introducing a left mul-
tiplication in a right quaternionic Hilbert space goes back to Teichmu¨ller, see [26] p. 96,
and it is also used in [27]. In this section we shall extract from [20] the definition and
some properties of left scalar multiples of vectors on V R
H
as needed for the development of
the manuscript. The left scalar multiple of vectors on a right quaternionic Hilbert space
is an extremely non-canonical operation associated with a choice of preferred Hilbert
basis. Now the Hilbert space V R
H
has a Hilbert basis
(2.10) O = {ϕk | k ∈ N},
where N is a countable index set. The left scalar multiplication ‘·’ on V R
H
induced by O
is defined as the map H× V R
H
∋ (q, φ) 7−→ q · φ ∈ V R
H
given by
(2.11) q · φ :=
∑
k∈N
ϕkq〈ϕk | φ〉,
for all (q, φ) ∈ H × V R
H
. Since all left multiplications are made with respect to some
basis, assume that the basis O given by (2.10) is fixed all over the paper. However we
shall make choices wherever needed.
Proposition 2.2. [20] The left product defined in (2.11) satisfies the following proper-
ties. For every φ,ψ ∈ V R
H
and p, q ∈ H,
(a) q · (φ+ ψ) = q · φ+ q · ψ and q · (φp) = (q · φ)p.
(b) ‖q · φ‖ = |q|‖φ‖.
(c) q · (p · φ) = (qp · φ).
(d) 〈q · φ | ψ〉 = 〈φ | q · ψ〉.
(e) r · φ = φr, for all r ∈ R.
(f) q · ϕk = ϕkq, for all ϕk ∈ O, k ∈ N.
Remark 2.3. One can trivially see that (p + q) · φ = p · φ + q · φ, for all p, q ∈ H and
φ ∈ V R
H
. Moreover, with the aid of (b) in above Proposition (2.2), we can have, if {φn}
in V R
H
is such that φn −→ φ, then q ·φn −→ q ·φ. Also if
∑
n φn is a convergent sequence
in V R
H
, then q · (∑n φn) =∑n q · φn.
Furthermore, the quaternionic scalar multiplication of H-linear operators is also de-
fined in [20]. For any fixed q ∈ H and a given right H-linear operator A : D(A) −→ V R
H
,
the left scalar multiplication ‘·’ of A is defined as a map q · A : D(A) −→ V R
H
by setting
(2.12) (q · A)φ := q · (Aφ) =
∑
k∈N
ϕkq〈ϕk | Aφ〉,
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for all φ ∈ D(A). It is straightforward that qA is a right H-linear operator. If q·φ ∈ D(A),
for all φ ∈ D(A), one can define right scalar multiplication ‘·’ of the right H-linear
operator A : D(A) −→ V R
H
as a map A · q : D(A) −→ V R
H
by the setting
(2.13) (A · q)φ := A(q · φ),
for all φ ∈ D(A). The operator A · q is also a right H-linear operator. One can easily
obtain that, if q · φ ∈ D(A) for all φ ∈ D(A), and D(A) is dense in V R
H
, then
(2.14) (q ·A)† = A† · q and (A · q)† = q · A†.
3. Quantization of the quaternions
In physics, quantization is a procedure that associates with an algebra Acl of classical
observables an algebra Aq of quantum observables. The algebra Acl is usually realized
as a commutative Poisson algebra of derivable functions on a symplectic (or phase)
space X. The algebra Aq is, however, non commutative in general and the quantization
procedure must provide a correspondence Acl 7→ Aq : f 7→ Af . Most physical quantum
theories may be obtained as the result of a canonical quantization procedure. However,
among the various quantization procedures available in the literature, the coherent state
quantization appear quite natural because the only structure that a space X must possess
is a measure. For various quantization procedures and their advantages and drawbacks
we refer the reader to [3, 4, 18].
3.1. Coherent states on right quaternionic Hilbert spaces. The main content of
this section is extracted from [25] as needed here. For an enhanced explanation we refer
the reader to [25]. In [25] the authors have defined coherent states on V R
H
and V L
H
, and
also established the normalization and resolution of the identities for each of them. We
briefly revisit the coherent states of V R
H
and the normalization and resolution of the
identity. Let {| em〉}∞m=0 be an orthonormal basis of V RH . For q ∈ H, the coherent states
(CS) are defined as vectors in V R
H
of the form
(3.1) | q〉 = N (| q |)− 12
∞∑
m=0
| em〉 q
m√
ρ(m)
,
where N (| q |) is the normalization factor and {ρ(m)}∞m=0 is a positive sequence of real
numbers, see also [22] for more details. The resolution of the identity is
(3.2)
∫
D
| q〉〈q | dς(r, θ, φ, ψ) = IV R
H
,
where IV R
H
is the identity operator on V R
H
. In particular, if ρ(m) = m!, then the normal-
ization factor is N (| q |) = e|q|2 and a resolution of the identity holds with the measure
given in (2.7). For this choice, the vectors (CS) defined by (3.1) are called right quater-
nionic canonical coherent states (RQCS). For the purpose of quantizing the quaternions
we shall use these canonical set of CS.
At this point a note is in order. By Proposition 2.2 (f), for a basis element |en〉 we
have q · |en〉 = |en〉q. For this reason in defining the coherent states we have avoided
putting the left multiplication symbol. Since coherent states are linear combination of
the basis vectors, for the same reason, we shall also avoid putting it in the definition of
the quantization map.
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3.2. Quantization. For a general scheme of quantization we refer the reader, for ex-
ample, to [18, 4]. For the quantization of quaternions we refer to [22]. The material
presented here, related to quantization of quaternions, is extracted from [22]. Since
(H, dς(r, θ, φ, ψ)) is a measure space, the set{
f : H→ H |
∫
H
|f(q)|2dς(r, θ, φ, ψ) <∞
}
is the space of right quaternionic square integrable functions and is denoted by L2
H
(H, dς(r, θ, φ, ψ)).
Define the sequence of functions {φn}∞n=0 such that
φn : H −→ H
by
(3.3) φn(q) =
qn√
n!
, for all q ∈ H.
Then φn, φn ∈ L2H(H, dς(r, θ, φ, ψ)), for all n = 0, 1, 2 · · · , 〈φm | φn〉 = δmn and 〈φm |
φn〉 = δmn (see [25, 22]). In other words,
Oar = {φn | n = 0, 1, 2 · · · } and Or = {φn | n = 0, 1, 2 · · · }
are orthonormal sets in L2
H
(H, dς(r, θ, φ, ψ)). The right quaternionic span of Or and
Oar are the spaces of right-regular and the anti-right-regular functions respectively [24]
(the counterparts of complex Bargmann spaces of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
functions). Let H be a separable right quaternionic Hilbert space with an orthonormal
basis
E = { | en〉 | n = 0, 1, 2 · · · }
which is in 1− 1 correspondence with Or and with Oar. If needed, we can also take
H = right-span-over H Or or H = right-span-over H Oar,
where the bar stands for the closure. Then the coherent states (3.1) become
(3.4) | γq〉 = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
| em〉φm.
Using the set of CS (3.4) we shall establish the coherent state quantization on H by
associating a function
H ∋ q 7−→ f(q, q).
Now let us define the operator on H by
(3.5) f(q, q) 7→ Af ,
where Af is given by the operator valued integral
(3.6) Af =
∫
H
| γq〉f(q, q)〈γq | dς(r, θ, φ, ψ) =
∞∑
m=0
∞∑
l=0
| em〉Jm,l〈el |√
m! l!
,
where the integral Jm,l is given by∫∫∫∫
[0,∞)×[0,π]×[0,2π)2
qmf(q, q)ql
er2
dς(r, θ, φ, ψ).
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By direct calculation we have that if f(q, q) = q, then
(3.7) Aq =
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1) | em〉〈em+1 |
and if f(q, q) = q, then
(3.8) Aq =
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1) | em+1〉〈em | .
Moreover if f(q, q) = 1, then A1 = IH. Since the operators Aq and Aq are independent
of q and for the notational convenience, from now on we denote Aq := a and Aq := a
†.
This notation is consistent since
〈a†φ | ψ〉 = 〈φ | aψ〉; for all |φ〉, |ψ〉 ∈ H,
a
† is the adjoint of a and viceversa. Now if H = right-span-over H Oar, then it is a
subspace of L2
H
(H, dς(r, θ, φ, ψ)) and
Af : H −→ H by Af (u) = Af | u〉 =
∫
H
| γq〉f(q, q)〈γq | u〉dς(r, θ, φ, ψ),
for all u ∈ H. Moreover, for each u ∈ H, Af | u〉 ∈ H. For |u〉, |v〉 ∈ H, it can also be
considered as a function
Af : H× H −→ H by Af (u, v) = 〈u | Af | v〉 =
∫
H
〈u | γq〉f(q, q)〈γq | v〉dς(r, θ, φ, ψ).
Since | γq〉 is a column vector and 〈γq | is a row vector, we can see that the operator Af
is a matrix and the matrix elements with respect to the basis {| en〉} are given by
(Af )mn = 〈em | Af | en〉 =
∫
H
〈em | γq〉f(q, q)〈γq | en〉dς(r, θ, φ, ψ).
Since
〈em | γq〉 = N (| q |)−
1
2 φm(q)
and
〈γq | en〉 = 〈en | γq〉 = N (| q |)−
1
2 φn(q),
we have
(Af )mn =
∫
H
N (| q |)−1φm(q)f(q, q)φn(q).dς(r, θ, φ, ψ).
Hence, it can easily be seen that
(a)l,m = 〈el|a|em〉 =
{ √
l + 1 if m = l + 1
0 if m 6= l + 1,
(a†)l,m = 〈el|a†|em〉 =
{ √
l if m = l − 1
0 if m 6= l − 1.
Let us realize the operator Af as annihilation and creation operators. From (3.7) and
(3.8) we have a | e0〉 = 0 ,
a | em〉 =
√
m | em−1〉 ; m = 1, 2, · · ·
and
a
† | em〉 =
√
m+ 1 | em+1〉 ; m = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
That is, a, a† are annihilation and creation operators respectively. Moreover, one can
easily see that a | γq〉 =| γq〉q, which is in complete analogy with the action of the
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annihilation operator on the ordinary harmonic oscillator CS and the result obtained in
[25]. We can also write
| en〉 = (a
†)n√
n!
| e0〉.
Further, real numbers commute with quaternions. According to (2.12) let us compute
(q · a†)2 | e0〉 = (q · a†)(q · a†)|e0〉
= (q · a†)(q · a†|e0〉)
= (q · a†)(q · |e1〉)
√
1
= (q · a†)|e1〉q
= q · (a†|e1〉)q
= q · (|e2〉
√
2)q
= |e2〉q2
√
2!.
That is,
(q · a†)2 | e0〉√
2!
= |e2〉q2. By induction, for each n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , we have (q · a
†)n | e0〉√
n!
=
|en〉qn. Using this, one can see that
(e−|q|
2/2 · eq·a†)|e0〉 = e−|q|2/2 · (eq·a† |e0〉)
= e−|q|
2/2 ·
[ ∞∑
n=0
(q · a†)n | e0〉
n!
]
= e−|q|
2/2 ·
[ ∞∑
n=0
|en〉 q
n
√
n!
]
= | γq〉.
That is, | γq〉 = (e−|q|2/2 · eq·a†)|e0〉. For quaternionic exponentials we refer the reader to
[16] (pp 204). Now a direct calculation shows that
aa
† =
∞∑
m=0
(m+ 1) | em〉〈em |
and
a
†
a =
∞∑
m=0
(m+ 1) | em+1〉〈em+1 | .
Therefore the commutator of a†, a takes the form
[a, a†] = aa† − a†a
=
∞∑
m=0
| em〉〈em |= IH.
Remark 3.1. The operator Af in (3.6) is formed by the vector | γq〉f(q, q), which is the
right scalar multiple of the vector | γq〉 by the scalar f(q, q), and the dual vector 〈γq |.
Instead if one takes
(3.9) Af =
∫
H
f(q, q) | γq〉〈γq | dς(r, θ, φ, ψ),
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then it is formed by f(q, q) | γq〉 (a left scalar multiple of a right Hilbert space vector) and
the dual vector 〈γq |, which is unconventional . Further, due to the noncommutativity
of quaternions, an Af in the form (3.9) would have caused severe technical problems in
the computations done in the sequel.
However, using the left multiplication defined on the right quaternion Hilbert space,
we can write
(3.10) Af =
∫
H
f(q, q) · |γq〉〈γq|dξ(r, θ, φ, ψ).
In this case, since CS are linear combinations of the basis vectors by Proposition 2.2 (f)
the Af in Equations 3.10 and 3.6 become identical.
The following Proposition demonstrate commutativity between quaternions and the
right linear operators a and a†. Further, it plays an important role in defining the
momentum operator and hence in the following theory. For this reason, we give a detailed
proof of the proposition.
Proposition 3.2. For each q ∈ H, we have q · a = a · q and q · a† = a† · q.
Proof. Let q ∈ H, and φ ∈ H, then
(q · a)φ =
∞∑
n=0
|en〉q〈en|aφ〉
=
∞∑
n=0
|en〉q
( ∞∑
m=0
√
m+ 1〈en|em〉〈em+1|φ〉
)
=
∞∑
n=0
√
n+ 1 |en〉q〈en+1|φ〉.
For any arbitrary ψ ∈ H, we have
〈ψ | q · φ〉 = 〈ψ |
∞∑
m=0
em q〈em|φ〉〉 =
∞∑
m=0
〈ψ | em q〈em|φ〉〉
hence
〈ψ | q · φ〉 =
∞∑
m=0
〈ψ | em〉q〈em|φ〉.
That is,
| q · φ〉 =
∞∑
m=0
| em〉q〈em|φ〉.
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Thus, by the orthogonality, it becomes, 〈en+1|q ·φ〉 =
∞∑
m=0
〈en+1|em〉q〈em|φ〉 = q〈en+1|φ〉.
Therefore,
(a · q)φ = a(q · φ)
=
∞∑
n=0
√
n+ 1|en〉〈en+1|q · φ〉
=
∞∑
n=0
√
n+ 1|en〉
( ∞∑
m=0
〈en+1|em〉q〈em|φ〉
)
=
∞∑
n=0
√
n+ 1 |en〉q〈en+1|φ〉.
That is, (q · a)φ = (a · q)φ. Since φ ∈ H is arbitrary, we have q · a = a · q. Similarly
q · a† = a† · q can be obtained. 
3.3. Number, position and momentum operators and Hamiltonian. Let N =
a
†
a, then we have
N | en〉 = a†a | en〉
=
∞∑
m=0
| em+1〉〈em+1 | en〉(m+ 1)
= | en〉n.
ThereforeN acts as the number operator and the Hilbert space H is the quaternionic Fock
space (for the quaternionic Fock spaces see [8]). As an analogue of the usual harmonic
oscillator Hamiltonian, if we take Hh = N + IH, then Hh | en〉 =| en〉(n + 1), which
is a Hamiltonian in the right quaternionic Hilbert space H with spectrum (n + 1) and
eigenvector | en〉. Following the complex formalism, for q ∈ H if we take q = 1√
2
(q+ q),
then we can have a linear self-adjoint position operator as
Q =
1√
2
(a+ a†).
We note that Q is self-adjoint since the operators a, and a† are defined on the whole
Hilbert space and are one the adjoint of the other. As it was indicated in the intro-
duction, under the right multiplication on a right quaternionic Hilbert space a linear
self-adjoint momentum operator cannot be obtained by mimicking the complex momen-
tum coordinate with one of i, j or k of the quaternionic units. For example, if we take
p = − i√
2
(q−q) then the momentum operator P = − i√
2
(a−a†) becomes non self-adjoint.
This point is very well discussed in [22].
Now let us turn our attention to the momentum operators with a left multiplication
defined on a right quaternionic Hilbert space. In fact, we show that there is a class of
linear and self-adjoint momentum operators all resulting in the same harmonic oscillator
Hamiltonian. For this purpose, we first take
pi =
−i√
2
(q− q),
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pj =
−j√
2
(q− q)
and
pk =
−k√
2
(q− q);
then the momentum operators with respect to the above coordinates become
Pi =
−i√
2
· (a− a†),
Pj =
−j√
2
· (a− a†)
and
Pk =
−k√
2
· (a− a†)
respectively. Note that the above operators Pτ : τ = i, j, k has no issue on the domain,
since the operators a and a† are defined on the whole Hilbert space, moreover the opera-
tors Pτ are self-adjoint for any τ ∈ {i, j, k}. In fact, as we already pointed out, a† is the
adjoint of a and viceversa, so for any τ ∈ {i, j, k} we have:
P †τ =
[−τ√
2
· (a− a†)
]†
= (a† − a††) · τ√
2
by (2.14)
= (a† − a) · τ√
2
=
−τ√
2
· (a− a†) by Proposition 3.2
= Pτ .
Let us see the Hamiltonian with our position and momentum coordinates. For any τ ∈
{i, j, k} we have Hτ = 12
(| q |2 + | pτ |2) = |q|2. Even if we use the position coordinate
and all three momentum coordinates, we get
Hc =
1
2
(
q2 − p2i − p2j − p2k
)
= |q|2.
The lower symbol of N is 〈γq | N | γq〉 = |q|2 and through a rather lengthy calculation,
with the quantization map (3.6), we can see that A|q|2 = N + IH. Now, let us turn our
attention to the commutator and canonical quantization of the Hamiltonian. For each
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τ ∈ {i, j, k}, we can calculate
QPτφ =
[
(a+ a†)√
2
] [
(−τ) · (a− a
†)√
2
]
φ
=
[
(a+ a†)√
2
] [
(−τ) ·
(
(a− a†)√
2
φ
)]
=
[
(a+ a†)√
2
· (−τ)
] [(
(a− a†)√
2
φ
)]
by (2.13)
=
[
(−τ) ·
(
(a+ a†)√
2
)][(
(a− a†)√
2
φ
)]
by Proposition 3.2
= −1
2
τ · [a2 + a†a− aa† − a†2]φ
and
PτQφ =
[
−τ · (a− a
†)√
2
] [
(a+ a†)√
2
]
φ
= −1
2
τ · [a2 − a†a+ aa† − a†2]φ,
for all φ ∈ V R
H
. Therefore, for each τ ∈ {i, j, k}, we have the commutator
[Q,Pτ ] = QPτ − PτQ = τ · [a, a†] = τ · IH.
We can also obtain, in a similar fashion, for each τ ∈ {i, j, k},
Q2 =
1
2
[a2 + a†a+ aa† + a†
2
] and
P 2τ = −
1
2
[a2 − a†a− aa† + a†2].
Hence, for each τ ∈ {i, j, k},
Hˆτ =
Q2 + P 2τ
2
=
1
2
[a†a+ aa†]
= a†a+
1
2
[aa† − a†a]
= N +
1
2
IH,
which does not depend on the choice of τ ∈ {i, j, k}. Let us consider the momentum
coordinate
p∗ = −(i+ j + k)√
3
(q− q)√
2
to define another momentum operator P ∗ as
P ∗ = −(i+ j + k)√
3
· (a− a
†)√
2
.
One can realize that P ∗ is self-adjoint, and the Hamiltonian becomes
H∗ =
1
2
(| q |2 + | p∗ |2) = |q|2.
Furthermore, we have
[Q,P ∗] =
(i+ j + k)√
3
· IH
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and
Hˆ∗ =
Q2 + P ∗2
2
= N +
1
2
IH.
In a more wider range, we can define the momentum coordinate for each I ∈ S, such
that
pI =
−I√
2
(q− q),
and the corresponding momentum operator is
PI =
−I√
2
· (a− a†),
which is also self-adjoint. In this set up, the coordinate for the Hamiltonian is HI =
1
2
(| q |2 + | pI |2) = |q|2. We also have
[Q,PI ] = I · IH
and
(3.11) HˆI =
Q2 + P 2I
2
= N +
1
2
IH.
In conclusion, in the quaternionic case, we have a set of momentum operators:
P =
{
PI =
−I√
2
· (a− a†) | I ∈ S
}
.
Remark 3.3. We point out that in various cases, for example to compute the Hamiltonian,
one can choose a specific I ∈ S and to work with PI . However, there is no preferred choice
and there is no need to fix I ∈ S. A similar phenomenon occurs with the elements of the
spectrum which are always spheres. In various cases one may fix a specific element in a
sphere and to work with it, but there is no necessity for such a choice. The quaternionic
setting offers a larger number of possibilities, compared to the complex case. This fact
was already observed by Adler in [1], section 2.3.
3.4. Heisenberg uncertainty. In this subsection, since we have good candidates for
the position and momentum operators, let us demonstrate the Heisenberg uncertainty
relation in the whole set of quaternions and on a quaternionic slice. In fact, we shall
show that the RQCS become the minimum uncertainty states in a neighbourhood of the
origin when we consider the whole set of quaternions and the set of RQCS becomes the
minimum uncertainty states and the so-called intelligent states on a quaternion slice.
In order to compute the expectation values of the involved operators recall that
a|e0〉 = 0
a|em〉 =
√
m|em−1〉; m = 1, 2, · · ·
a
†|em〉 =
√
m+ 1|em+1〉; m = 0, 1, · · ·
and
(3.12) a|γq〉 = |γq〉q.
Using (3.12) we can easily see that
a
2|γq〉 = a|γq〉q = |γq〉q2.
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Hence, as 〈γq|γq〉 = 1, we get
〈γq|a|γq〉 = q and 〈γq|a2|γq〉 = q2.
For the sake of simplicity, we set am =
√
m+ 1 and bm =
√
(m+ 1)(m + 2). The action
of the operators, a†, a†2, a†a and aa† on the RQCS takes the form
a
†|γq〉 = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
a
†|em〉 q
m
√
m!
= e−|q|
2/2
∞∑
m=0
|em+1〉am q
m
√
m!
,
and similarly,
a
†2|γq〉 = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
|em+2〉bm q
m
√
m!
,
a
†
a|γq〉 = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
|em+1〉am q
m+1
√
m!
and
aa
†|γq〉 = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
|em〉a2m
qm√
m!
.
The dual of the RQCS is
〈γq| = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
qm√
m!
〈em|.
Thereby we get the expectation values
〈γq|a†|γq〉 = e−|q|2
∞∑
m=0
∞∑
n=0
qm√
m!
〈em|en+1〉an q
n
√
n!
= e−|q|
2
∞∑
m=0
qm+1qm
m!
= e−|q|
2
q
∞∑
m=0
|q|2m
m!
= q,
and similarly,
〈γq|a†2|γq〉 = q2,
〈γq|a†a|γq〉 = qq = |q|2,
〈γq|aa†|γq〉 = 1 + |q|2.
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Using the above expectation values we can get the expectation values of Q and Q2 as
follows.
〈γq|Q|γq〉 = 1√
2
〈γq|a+ a†|γq〉
=
1√
2
[〈γq|a|γq〉+ 〈γq|a†|γq〉]
=
1√
2
(q+ q),
and hence
〈γq|Q|γq〉2 = 1
2
(q2 + 2|q|2 + q2).
Now for Q2
〈γq|Q2|γq〉 = 1
2
〈γq|a2 + aa† + a†aa†2|γq〉
=
1
2
[q2 + 1 + |q|2 + |q|2 + q2]
=
1
2
[q2 + 1 + 2|q|2 + q2].
Therefore the variance of Q becomes
〈∆Q〉2 = 〈γq|Q2|γq〉 − 〈γq|Q|γq〉2
= 1/2.
That is,
〈∆Q〉 = 1√
2
.
Let I ∈ S, then for the momentum operator PI , we have
PI |γq〉 =
(−I√
2
· [a− a†]
)
|γq〉
=
−I√
2
·
(
[a− a†]|γq〉
)
=
−I√
2
·
(
a|γq〉 − a†|γq〉
)
.
Since
I · a =
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1) | em〉I〈em+1 |,
we have
(I · a) | γq〉 = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1) | em〉I
∞∑
n=0
〈em+1|en〉 q
n
√
n!
= e−|q|
2/2
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1) | em〉I q
m+1
√
m+ 1!
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and
〈γq | (I · a) | γq〉 = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1)〈γq | em〉I q
m+1
√
m+ 1!
= e−|q|
2
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1)
∞∑
n=0
qn√
n!
〈en|em〉I q
m+1
√
m+ 1!
= e−|q|
2
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1)
qm√
m!
I
qm+1√
m+ 1!
=
(
e−|q|
2
∞∑
m=0
qmIqm
m!
)
q = CIq;
where CI = e
−|q|2
∞∑
m=0
qmIqm
m!
and this series absolutely converges to 1. That is, |CI | ≤ 1.
It is nice to note that, CI = −CI and |CI |2 = −C2I . From this, we can say that there
exist I ∈ S and r ∈ [0, 1] such that CI = rI. Also we find
(I · a†) | γq〉 = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1) | em+1〉I q
m
√
m!
and
〈γq | (I · a†) | γq〉 = q
(
e−|q|
2
∞∑
m=0
qmIqm
m!
)
= qCI .
Therefore,
〈γq|PI |γq〉 = 1√
2
[〈γq|(I · a)|γq〉 − 〈γq|(I · a†)|γq〉]
=
1√
2
(CIq− qCI).
Hence we obtain
〈γq|PI |γq〉2 = 1
2
(CIq− qCI)2
=
1
2
(CIq+ CIq)
2
=
1
2
[(CIq)
2 + 2|CIq|2 + (CIq)2].
Since I2 = −1, we have
〈γq|P 2I |γq〉 = −
1
2
〈γq|a2 − aa† − a†a+ a†2|γq〉
= −1
2
[q2 − 1− |q|2 − |q|2 + q2]
= −1
2
[q2 − 1− 2|q|2 + q2].
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Therefore the variance of PI becomes
〈∆PI〉2 = 〈γq|P 2I |γq〉 − 〈γq|PI |γq〉2
= −1
2
[q2 − 1− 2|q|2 + q2]− 1
2
[(CIq)
2 + 2|CIq|2 + (CIq)2],
which is a nonnegative real number, since Re(q2 − (CIq)2) ≤ 2(|q|2 + |CIq|2) + 1. Hence,
we have
〈∆Q〉2〈∆PI〉2 = −1
4
[(q2 − 1− 2|q|2 + q2) + ((CIq)2 + 2|CIq|2 + (CIq)2)]
≥ −1
4
[(q2 − 1− 2|q|2 + q2) + ((CIq)2 + 2|q|2 + (CIq)2)] as |CI | ≤ 1
=
1
4
− 1
4
[(q2 + q2) + ((CIq)
2 + (CIq)
2)].
From this,
|〈∆Q〉2〈∆PI〉2| ≥ 1
4
− 1
4
(|q|2(1 + |CI |2) + |q|2(1 + |CI |2|))
≥ 1
4
− 1
2
|q2| (1 + CI |2)
≥ 1
4
− |q2| as |CI | ≤ 1.
Thus |〈∆Q〉2〈∆PI〉2| ≥ 14 − |q|2. Likewise, one can easily get |〈∆Q〉2〈∆PI〉2| ≤ 14 + |q|2.
As a summary, we have
| |〈∆Q〉2〈∆PI〉2| − 1
4
| ≤ |q|2.
From this, one can say that
lim
|q|−→0
|〈∆Q〉〈∆PI〉| = 1
2
.
Further, since [Q,PI ] = I · IH, we have
[Q,PI ]|γq〉 = (I · IH)|γq〉 = I · (IH|γq〉)
= |I · γq〉.
Therefore
〈γq|[Q,PI ]|γq〉 = 〈γq|I · γq〉 = e−|q|2
∞∑
m=0
qmIqm
m!
= CI = rI.
Hence
1
2
|〈[Q,PI ]〉| = 1
2
|rI| = 1
2
r ≤ 1
2
,
as r ≤ 1. Therefore, we have
lim
|q|−→0
|〈∆Q〉〈∆PI〉| ≥ 1
2
|〈[Q,PI ]〉|.
The Heisenberg uncertainty gets saturated only in a limit sense. We believe that this is
not due to a defect in the definition of the momentum operator but it is just a technical
issue in obtaining a closed form for the series
∞∑
m=0
qmIqm
m!
.
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In the above setup, the imaginary-unit element I ∈ S in the momentum operator
PI was chosen arbitrarily, that is, there was no correlation between the quantization
map f : q 7→ f(q, q¯) and the choice of imaginary-unit element I ∈ S. But when there
is a correlation between them, it is possible to have the Heisenberg uncertainty with
saturation.
In order to see this, define a map U : H −→ S by U(q) = Iq, for all q = x+ Iqy ∈ H.
Note that on a quaternionic slice the Iq will remain the same and therefore, in this set
up, we are working on a quaternion slice. The map U is well-defined and onto. Using
this map, we shall define a momentum operator as
(3.13) P = −U(q)√
2
· (a− a†) = − Iq√
2
· (a− a†)
with the momentum coordinate
(3.14) p = −U(q)√
2
(q− q) = − Iq√
2
(q− q).
Now, as before, P † = P . That is, the momentum operator P is self-adjoint. The
Hamiltonian H is given by H = p2 + q2 = |q|2. Furthermore,
QPφ =
[
(a+ a†)√
2
] [
(−Iq) · (a− a
†)√
2
]
φ = −1
2
Iq · [a2 + a†a− aa† − a†2]φ
and
PQφ =
[
−Iq · (a − a
†)√
2
] [
(a+ a†)√
2
]
φ = −1
2
Iq · [a2 − a†a+ aa† − a†2]φ,
for all φ ∈ H. Therefore, we have the commutator
[Q,P ] = QP − PQ = Iq · [a, a†] = Iq · IH.
We can also obtain, as before,
Q2 =
1
2
[a2 + a†a+ aa† + a†
2
] and
P 2 = −1
2
[a2 − a†a− aa† + a†2].
Hence
Hˆ =
Q2 + P 2
2
=
1
2
[a†a+ aa†] = a†a+
1
2
[aa† − a†a] = N + 1
2
IH.
Furthermore we have
P |γq〉 = −Iq√
2
·
(
a|γq〉 − a†.|γq〉
)
and
Iq · a =
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1) | em〉Iq〈em+1 | .
Thus
(Iq · a) | γq〉 = e−|q|2/2
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1) | em〉Iq
∞∑
n=0
〈em+1|en〉 q
n
√
n!
= e−|q|
2/2
∞∑
m=0
√
(m+ 1) | em〉Iq q
m+1
√
m+ 1!
.
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Since q, q and Iq commute, we have
(3.15) 〈γq | (Iq · a) | γq〉 =
(
e−|q|
2
∞∑
m=0
qmqm
m!
)
Iqq = Iqq as
∞∑
m=0
qmqm
m!
= e|q|
2
and
(3.16) 〈γq | (Iq · a†) | γq〉 = qIq
(
e−|q|
2
∞∑
m=0
qmqm
m!
)
= qIq.
Hence,
〈γq|P |γq〉 = 1√
2
[〈γq|(Iq · a)|γq〉 − 〈γq|(Iq · a†)|γq〉] = Iq√
2
(q− q)
and
〈γq|P |γq〉2 = −1
2
(q− q)2 = −1
2
[(q)2 − 2|q|2 + (q)2].
Since I2q = −1, we have
〈γq|P 2|γq〉 = −1
2
[q2 − 1− 2|q|2 + q2].
Therefore the variance of P becomes
〈∆P 〉2 = 〈γq|P 2|γq〉 − 〈γq|P |γq〉2
= −1
2
[q2 − 1− 2|q|2 + q2] + 1
2
[q2 − 2|q|2 + q2]
=
1
2
.
Hence
〈∆Q〉2〈∆P 〉2 = 1
4
.
Further, since [Q,P ] = Iq · IH, we obtain
[Q,P ]|γq〉 = (Iq · IH)|γq〉 = Iq · (IH|γq〉)
= |Iq · γq〉.
Therefore
(3.17) 〈γq|[Q,P ]|γq〉 = 〈γq|Iq · γq〉 = e−|q|2
∞∑
m=0
qmIqq
m
m!
= Iq
and
1
2
|〈[Q,P ]〉| = 1
2
|Iq| = 1
2
.
The above can be recapitulated in one line as
〈∆Q〉〈∆P 〉 = 1
2
|〈[Q,P ]〉| = 1
2
.
That is, the RQCS, |γq〉, saturate the Heisenberg uncertainty on a quaternion slice and,
due to [Q,P ] = Iq · IH, the RQCS are minimum uncertainty states. States for which
equality in the Heisenberg uncertainty relation is achieved are called intelligent states.
In this sense the QRCS are intelligent states too, which is in complete analogy with the
canonical CS of the complex quantum mechanics.
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Remark 3.4. From the equalities (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17), it is evident that in the
general case (the case of whole set of quaternions) what have prevented us in getting the
Heisenberg uncertainty relation saturated is just the closed form of the series
∞∑
m=0
qmIqm
m!
but not the way the momentum operator is defined.
4. Some Algebraic Structures
In this section, we shall investigate the Weyl-Heisenberg Lie Algebra and group rep-
resentation in the quaternionic setting.
First of all, as in the complex quantum mechanics, all the operators considered here are
unbounded operators. However, the operators act as H ∋ |φ〉 7→ |ψ〉 ∈ H, that is, the
domain and the range of the operators are dense subsets of H. Furthermore, the Hilbert
space, H, can be taken as a space right-spanned by the regular functions {qmm! | m ∈ N}
or anti-regular functions {qmm! | m ∈ N} over H (counterparts of holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic functions). In this respect, the operators considered here do not have any
domain problems as for the operators in the complex quantum mechanics. Therefore,
we can use the operator tools of complex quantum mechanics, in particular, the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff formula (for a complex argument along these lines see chapter 14 in
[12]).
4.1. Some Quaternionic Lie Algebras. Let τ ∈ {i, j, k} and define
ACτ = linear span over Cτ {IH, a, a†};
where Cτ = {x = x1 + τx2 | x1, x2 ∈ R}. Then ACτ is a vector space over Cτ . Define
[·, ·]τ : ACτ × ACτ −→ ACτ by [A,B]τ = AB − BA, for all A,B ∈ ACτ .
One can easily see that the bracket [·, ·] satisfies the following axioms:
(a) Bilinearity : for all x, y ∈ R and A,B, C ∈ ACτ ,
[xA+ yB, C]τ = x[A, C]τ + y[B, C]τ and [A, xB + yC]τ = x[A,B]τ + y[A, C]τ .
(b) Alternativity : [A,A]τ = 0, for all A ∈ ACτ .
(c) The Jacobi identity : for all A,B, C ∈ ACτ .
[A, [B, C]τ ]τ + [C, [A,B]τ ]τ + [B, [C,A]τ ]τ = 0.
(d) Anti-commutativity : [A,B]τ = −[B,A]τ , for all A,B ∈ ACτ .
Let A,B ∈ ACτ , then there exists a, b, c, x, y, z ∈ Cτ such that
A = a · IH + b · a+ c · a† and B = x · IH + y · a+ z · a†.
Then
[A,B]τ = ax · [IH, IH]τ + ay · [IH, a]τ + az · [IH, a†]τ
+ bx · [a, IH]τ + by · [a, a]τ + bz · [a, a†]τ
+ cx · [a†, IH]τ + cy · [a†, a]τ + cz · [a†, a†]τ .
But [IH, IH]τ = [a, a]τ = [a
†, a†]τ = 0 and with the aid of Proposition 3.2, we can obtain
that
[IH, a]τ = IHa− a IH = (IHa− aIH) = [IH, a]τ = 0.
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Similarly [IH, a
†]τ = [a, IH]τ = [a†, IH]τ = 0. Thus [A,B]τ = (bz − cy) · IH ∈ ACτ and [·, ·]τ
is a binary operation on ACτ . Hence ACτ is a Lie algebra with the Lie bracket [·, ·]τ . But
it cannot be the complete version of a quaternionic Weyl-Heisenberg Lie algebra. It is
a sub case of the quaternionic Weyl-Heisenberg Lie algebra, since ACτ involves a single
τ ∈ {i, j, k} at a time. Little more generally, for each I ∈ S, we have
ACI = linear span over CI {I · IH, Q, PI};
where CI = {x = x1+ Ix2 | x1, x2 ∈ R}, is a Lie algebra associated with the Lie bracket
[·, ·]I , where
[A,B]I = AB − BA, for all A,B ∈ ACI .
4.2. Quaternionic Weyl-Heisenberg Lie Algebra. In this section we shall inves-
tigate the complete version of a quaternionic Weyl-Heisenberg Lie algebra. Only for
notational convenience, in order to write a quaternion as q = q0 +
∑
τ=i,j,k qττ , we shall
write q = q0 + qii + qjj + qkk with q0, qi, qj , qk ∈ R. At times, we shall also write
(q0, qi, qj, qk) ∈ H. All these notations bear the same meaning q = q0 + qii + qjj + qkk
with q0, qi, qj, qk ∈ R.
Let
(4.1) A = linear span over R {τ · IH, Q, Pτ | τ = i, j, k}.
Then obviously A is a vector space over R. Define [·, ·]σ : A×A −→ A by
(4.2) [A,B]σ =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ ,Bτ ]τ ;
where for each τ = i, j, k, Aτ = xττ · IH + y√
3
Q+ zτPτ and Bτ = rττ · IH + s√
3
Q+ tτPτ
with xτ , y, zτ , rτ , s, tτ ∈ R, and A = xττ · IH + y Q+ zτPτ , B = rτ τ · IH + sQ+ tτPτ . Let
(A,B), (C,D) ∈ A× A with (A,B) = (C,D). Then A = C and B = D. But
(4.3) A =
∑
τ=i,j,k
xττ · IH + yQ+
∑
τ=i,j,k
zτPτ ,
(4.4) B =
∑
τ=i,j,k
rττ · IH + sQ+
∑
τ=i,j,k
tτPτ ,
(4.5) C =
∑
τ=i,j,k
aττ · IH + bQ+
∑
τ=i,j,k
cτPτ
and
(4.6) D =
∑
τ=i,j,k
lττ · IH +mQ+
∑
τ=i,j,k
nτPτ ,
for some xτ , y, zτ , rτ , s, tτ , aτ , b, cτ , lτ ,m, nτ ∈ R : τ = i, j, k. Thus, for each τ = i, j, k,
xτ = aτ , y = b, zτ = cτ , rτ = lτ , s = m and tτ = nτ . This implies that for each
τ = i, j, k, Aτ = Cτ and Bτ = Dτ for any τ = i, j, k, Aτ = xττ · IH + y√
3
Q + zτPτ ,
Bτ = rτ τ ·IH+ s√
3
Q+ tτPτ , Cτ = aττ ·IH+ b√
3
Q+cτPτ and Dτ = lττ ·IH+ m√
3
Q+nτPτ .
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Since for each τ = i, j, k, [·, ·]τ is well-defined, we have [Aτ ,Bτ ]τ = [Cτ ,Dτ ]τ , for all
τ = i, j, k. Hence [A,B]σ = [C,D]σ . Further,
[A,B]σ =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ ,Bτ ]τ =
∑
τ=i,j,k
1√
3
(ytτ − zτs)τ · IH ∈ A.
Therefore [·, ·]σ is well-defined. For each τ = i, j, k, [·, ·]τ satisfies the axioms (a)-(d).
Therefore, for any A, B, C ∈ A as in (4.3)-(4.5) and x, y ∈ R we have
[xA+yB, C]σ =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[xAτ+yBτ , Cτ ]τ =
∑
τ=i,j,k
x[Aτ , Cτ ]τ+
∑
τ=i,j,k
y[Bτ , Cτ ]τ = x[A, C]σ+y[B, C]σ
and similarly we can obtain
[A, xB + yC]σ = x[A,B]σ + y[A, C]σ .
This shows the bilinearity of [·, ·]σ . Let A ∈ A as in (4.3). Since [Aτ ,Aτ ]τ = 0, for
all τ = i, j, k we have [A,A]σ =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ ,Aτ ]τ = 0 and hence the alternativity of
[·, ·]σ follows. Let A, B, C ∈ A as in (4.3)-(4.5). Now using the Jacobian identities of
[·, ·]τ : τ = i, j, k, we have∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ , [Bτ , Cτ ]τ ]τ = −
∑
τ=i,j,k
([Cτ , [Aτ ,Bτ ]τ ]τ + [Bτ , [Cτ ,Aτ ]τ ]τ )
which implies
[A, [B, C]σ]σ = −[C, [A,B]σ]σ − [B, [C,A]σ ]σ.
This concludes the Jacobian identity of [·, ·]σ . Let A, B ∈ A as in (4.3) and (4.4). The
anti-commutativity of [·, ·]τ : τ = i, j, k gives us the anti-commutativity of [·, ·]σ , that is,
[A,B]σ =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ ,Bτ ]τ = −
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Bτ ,Aτ ]τ = −[B,A]σ.
Therefore A is a Lie algebra with the Lie bracket [·, ·]σ . We call this Lie algebra a Weyl-
Heisenberg Lie Algebra.
But unfortunately a, a† /∈ A, this prevents us to use the commutator [a, a†]σ legiti-
mately. In order to avoid this difficulty, we have to find a bigger Lie-algebra which can
hold a, a† as elements and the Lie-algebra A should become a sub Lie-algebra of it. Let
AH = linear span over H {IH, a, a†}.
Then the Proposition 2.2 guarantees, together with the Remark 2.3, that AH is a vector
space over H, and it contains A, under the left multiplication ‘·’ which is defined in (2.12).
The extended map of the map (4.2), [·, ·] : AH × AH −→ AH, can be defined by
(4.7) [A,B] =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ ,Bτ ]τ ,
where A = x · IH + y · a + z · a†, B = r · IH + s · a + t · a† with x = (x0, xi, xj , xk), y =
(y0, yi, yj, yk), z = (z0, zi, zj , zk), r = (r0, ri, rj , rk), s = (s0, si, sj, sk), t = (t0, ti, tj , tk) ∈
H. For each τ = i, j, k, we can write
Aτ = ( x0√
3
+ xτ τ) · IH + ( y0√
3
+ yτ τ) · a+ ( z0√
3
+ zτ τ) · a† and
Bτ = ( r0√
3
+ rτ τ) · IH + ( s0√
3
+ sτ τ) · a+ ( t0√
3
+ tτ τ) · a†.
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Then, for any τ = i, j, k, we have
[Aτ ,Bτ ]τ = [( y0√
3
+ yτ τ) · a, ( t0√
3
+ tτ τ) · a†]τ + [( z0√
3
+ zτ τ) · a†, ( s0√
3
+ sτ τ) · a]τ
=
[
(
y0√
3
+ yτ τ)(
t0√
3
+ tτ τ)− ( z0√
3
+ zτ τ)(
s0√
3
+ sτ τ)
]
· IH as [a, a†] = IH.
This shows
[A,B] =
 ∑
τ=i,j,k
[
(
y0√
3
+ yτ τ)(
t0√
3
+ tτ τ)− ( z0√
3
+ zτ τ)(
s0√
3
+ sτ τ)
] · IH ∈ AH.
Further, since Aτ is a Lie-algebra with the Lie-bracket [·, ·]τ , we can see that the bracket
[·, ·] satisfies the axioms: bilinearity, alternativity, the Jacobi identity, and the anti-
commutativity. Hence AH is a Lie-algebra with the Lie-bracket [·, ·]. Let A, B ∈ A as in
(4.3) and (4.4). Then
A = (xi + xj + xk) · IH + 1√
2
(y − zi − zj − zk) · a+ 1√
2
(y + zi + zj + zk) · a†
and
B = (ri + rj + rk) · IH + 1√
2
(s − ti − tj − tk) · a+ 1√
2
(s + ti + tj + tk) · a†.
Thus
[A,B] =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[
1√
2
(
y√
3
− zτ τ) 1√
2
(
s√
3
+ tτ τ)− 1√
2
(
y√
3
+ zτ τ)
1√
2
(
s√
3
− tτ τ)
]
=
∑
τ=i,j,k
1√
3
(ytτ − zτs) · IH = [A,B]σ ∈ AH.
Hence, two things became clear: one is that A is a sub Lie-algebra of AH, and other one
is that [·, ·] is an extended map of [·, ·]σ .
For τ ∈ {i, j, k}, take
(4.8) Aτ = linear span over R {τ · IH, Q, Pτ}.
Then Aτ is a vector space over R and a subspace of ACτ . Aτ is also a sub Lie algebra of
ACτ with the Lie bracket [·, ·]τ .
The following Proposition shows us that the Lie algebra A defined in (4.1) is embedded
in the direct sum
⊕
τ=i,j,k
Aτ . That is, the Lie algebra A has a similar Lie structure of⊕
τ=i,j,k
Aτ . Indeed, this gives more meaning and validation to the definition of the Lie
bracket [·, ·]σ given in Eq. (4.2).
Proposition 4.1. Let A, Aτ as in (4.1), (4.8) respectively. The map σ : A −→
⊕
τ=i,j,k
Aτ ,
defined by
σ(A) = (Aτ ), for all A =
∑
τ=i,j,k
Aτ ∈ A,
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where A =
∑
τ=i,j,k
xττ · IH + yQ +
∑
τ=i,j,k
zτPτ with xτ , y, zτ ∈ R and for each τ =
i, j, k, Aτ = xττ · IH + y√
3
Q+ zτPτ , is an embedding.
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A as in (4.3),(4.4), and for each τ = i, j, k,, Aτ = xτ τ ·IH+ y√
3
Q+zτPτ ,
Bτ = rτ τ ·IH+ s√
3
Q+tτPτ with xτ , y, zτ , rτ , s, tτ ∈ R. If A = B, then it is easy to see that
Aτ = Bτ , for all τ = i, j, k,. This implies that σ(A) = (Aτ ) = (Bτ ) = σ(B). On the other
hand, we can also obtain that, if σ(A) = (Aτ ) = (Bτ ) = σ(B), then A = B. Further, one
can trivially say that σ(A) ⊆
⊕
τ=i,j,k
Aτ . Thus σ is well-defined and injective. Therefore
the inverse of σ, σ−1 : σ(A) −→ A exists and it is injective. Now we shall show that
σ, σ−1 are Lie homomorphism. For, let A,B ∈ A as in (4.3),(4.4) and for each τ = i, j, k,
Aτ = xττ · IH + y√
3
Q + zτPτ , Bτ = rτ τ · IH + s√
3
Q + tτPτ with xτ , y, zτ , rτ , s, tτ ∈ R,
then
[A,B] =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ ,Bτ ]τ =
∑
τ=i,j,k
1√
3
(ytτ − zτs)τ · IH
and this implies that σ([A,B]) = ([Aτ ,Bτ ]τ ). But σ(A) = (Aτ ) and σ(B) = (Bτ ). So
[σ(A), σ(B)]⊕ = ([Aτ ,Bτ ]τ ), where [·, ·]⊕, is the typical Lie bracket of
⊕
τ=i,j,k
Aτ , and it is
defined by [X ,Y]⊕ = ([Xτ ,Yτ ]τ ), for all X = (Xτ ),Y = (Yτ ) ∈
⊕
τ=i,j,k
Aτ . Therefore
σ([A,B]) = [σ(A), σ(B)]⊕
and σ is a Lie homomorphism. Now let A = (Aτ ),B = (Bτ ) ∈ σ(A) and for each τ =
i, j, k,, Aτ = xττ ·IH+ y√
3
Q+zτPτ , Bτ = rττ ·IH+ s√
3
Q+tτPτ with xτ , y, zτ , rτ , s, tτ ∈ R,
then σ−1([A,B]⊕) =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ ,Bτ ]τ . But
σ−1(A) =
∑
τ=i,j,k
xττ ·IH+yQ+
∑
τ=i,j,k
zτPτ , σ
−1(B) =
∑
τ=i,j,k
rττ ·IH+sQ+
∑
τ=i,j,k
tτPτ ∈ A
and therefore
[σ−1(A), σ−1(B)] =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ ,Bτ ]τ .
Thus
σ−1([A,B]⊕) = [σ−1(A), σ−1(B)].
Hence σ is an embedding. 
4.3. The Displacement Operator. As we have explained in the introduction, on a
right quaternionic Hilbert space with a right multiplication we cannot have a displace-
ment operator as a representation for the representation space H. This fact has been
indicated twice in the literature, in [2] while studying quaternionic Perelomov type CS
and in [25] when the authors studied the quaternionic canonical CS. However, in this
subsection, we shall show that if we consider a right quaternionic Hilbert space with
a left multiplication on it, see Eq. (2.12), we can have a displacement operator as a
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representation for the representation space H with all the desired properties.
We have already obtained, from
| γq〉 = e−|q|2/2 ·
[ ∞∑
n=0
|en〉 q
n
√
n!
]
and
| en〉 = (a
†)n√
n!
| e0〉,
that
| γq〉 = e−|q|2/2 ·
[ ∞∑
n=0
(a†)n√
n!
| e0〉
]
= (e−|q|
2/2 · eq·a†)|e0〉.
We consider an alternative version of the Lie algebra A given in (4.1), denoted by Aˆ, as
the quaternionic Weyl-Heisenberg Lie algebra
(4.9) Aˆ = linear span over R {τ · IH, τ ·Q,P0 | τ = i, j, k},
where P0 = −
(
a− a†√
2
)
= τ · Pτ , for all τ = i, j, k. It is a sub Lie algebra of AH. Here
the Lie bracket, [[·, ·]] : Aˆ× Aˆ −→ Aˆ, of Aˆ, is defined by
[[A,B]] =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ ,Bτ ]τ = −
∑
τ=i,j,k
1√
3
(ytτ − zτs)τ · IH ∈ Aˆ;
for all A =
∑
τ=i,j,k
xττ ·IH+yP0+
∑
τ=i,j,k
zττ ·Q, B =
∑
τ=i,j,k
rττ ·IH+sP0+
∑
τ=i,j,k
tττ ·Q ∈ Aˆ,
where for each τ = i, j, k, Aτ = xττ ·IH+ y√
3
P0+zτ τ ·Q and Bτ = rττ ·IH+ s√
3
P0+tτ τ ·Q
with xτ , y, zτ , rτ , s, tτ ∈ R.
Remark 4.2. The Lie bracket [[·, ·]] is a restricted version of the Lie bracket [·, ·]. In fact,
both Lie brackets [·, ·]σ and [[·, ·]] are restrictions of [·, ·]. This fact enables us to use the
same notation [·, ·] for all three Lie algebras, Aσ, Aˆ and AH.
A general element A of Aˆ can be written as
(4.10) A = xi · IH+ yj · IH+ zk · IH+3aP0+ bi ·Q+ cj ·Q+dk ·Q = x · IH+(q ·a†− q ·a)
and
(4.11) A = (xi · IH+ i · (bQ−aPi))+ (yj · IH+ j · (cQ−aPj))+ (zk · IH+k · (dQ−aPk));
where x = xi + yj + zk and q =
1√
2
(3a + bi + cj + dk) in the equation (4.10) with
x, y, z, a, b, c, d ∈ R. The A in (4.10) can also be written as
A = xi · IH + (qi · a† − qi · a) + yj · IH + (qj · a† − qj · a) + zk · IH + (qk · a† − qk · a);
where qi =
1√
2
(a + ib), qj =
1√
2
(a + jc), qk =
1√
2
(a + kd) and the q in (4.10) is
q = qi + qj + qk. Applying Equation (2.14) with the Proposition 3.2 we can see that the
operator A is anti-self-adjoint in H, and it is the infinitesimal generator of the operator:
(4.12) U(A) = eA = ex e(q·a†−q·a) := exD(q);
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where D(q) is the operator-valued map q 7−→ D(q) := e(q·a†−q·a).
Proposition 4.3. For any A ∈ Aˆ, the operator U(A) = eA is unitary and continuous.
Proof. Let A ∈ Aˆ. The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff identity (see, e.g., [25]) is
(4.13) eA+B = e−
1
2
[A,B] eAeB
when A and B commute with [A,B], i.e. [A, [A,B]] = 0 = [B, [A,B]]. Indeed, for any
τ ∈ {i, j, k}, [Aτ , [Aτ ,Bτ ]τ ]τ = 0. Thus
[A, [A,B]] =
∑
τ=i,j,k
[Aτ , [Aτ ,Bτ ]τ ]τ = 0.
Similarly [B, [A,B]] = 0. Since we are working on the right quaternionic Hilbert space H
and the factor e−
1
2
[A,B] is a quaternion scalar, one should note that the equation (4.13)
will be determined as follows:
eA+Bφ = (eAeBφ) e−
1
2
[A,B],
for all φ ∈ H. Using this identity, we can obtain that
U(A)U(A)† = eAeA† = eAe−A = e 12 [A,−A] eA+(−A) = IH.
Thus U(A) is unitary. From this, for any A ∈ Aˆ and φ,ψ ∈ H, we have
‖U(A)φ− U(A)ψ‖ = ‖φ− ψ‖.
It is enough to imply the continuity of U(A). 
Proposition 4.4. For any q, p ∈ H, the composition rule of D(q) and D(p) is given by
(4.14) D(q)D(p) = e−
∑
τ=i,j,k τ(qτ∧pτ )D(q+ p),
where D(q) = eq·a
†−q·a and D(p) = ep·a
†−p¯·a. Moreover, D(q) is a unitary representation
up to the phase factor e−
∑
τ=i,j,k τ(qτ∧pτ ) of the representation space H.
Proof. Let q, p ∈ H with A = (q · a† − q · a) and B = (p · a† − p¯ · a). Now, using the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff identity, we have that
D(q)D(p) = eAeB = e
1
2
[A,B] eA+B
= e−
∑
τ=i,j,k τ(qτ∧pτ ) e((q+p)·a
†−(q+p)·a)
= e−
∑
τ=i,j,k τ(qτ∧pτ )D(q+ p).
Since D(q) is a unitary operator, we can conclude that D(q) is a unitary representa-
tion up to the phase factor e−
∑
τ=i,j,k τ(qτ∧pτ ) of the representation space H, the desired
conclusion. 
The above proposition also says, apart from a phase factor, that the product of two
displacement operators produces another displacement operator and it has the total
displacement as the sum of two individual displacements.
In complex quantum mechanics, the vector eiθφ, θ ∈ R, represents the same physical
state as φ. Thus it is natural to consider projective unitary representations. In the Lie
algebra set up a projective representation is a Lie algebra homomorphism of the Lie
algebra onto the space AU(H)/{eiθI}, θ ∈ R, where the Lie algebra AU(H) is the space
of anti-self-adjoint operators on H, the space {eiθI} is an ideal in AU(H) and the quo-
tient is in the sense of Lie algebra over R [12]. Further, in quantum theory the overall
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phase of a quantum state is not an observable. Thus it is natural to consider projective
representations because quantum theory predicts that states in a Hilbert space do not
need to transform under rotations, but only under projective representations. For the
quaternionic quantummechanics a reasonable argument along these lines is given in [1, 2].
In our case, the above proposition establishes that the operator D is a homomorphism
from the algebra H of quaternions under the operation of usual addition. Furthermore,
it should be noticed that, from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff identity, for any A,B ∈ Aˆ
and φ ∈ H,
(4.15) eAeBφ = (eA+Bφ) e
1
2
[A,B] = ((eB+Aφ) e
1
2
[B,A]) e[A,B] = (eBeAφ) e[A,B].
Using this, we can obtain that
D(q)D(p) = e
∑
τ=i,j,k 2τ(qτ∧pτ )D(p)D(q).
In this regard, we can say that the map q 7−→ D(q) is a projective representation of
the additive Abelian group H, since the composition of operators D(q), D(p) produce a
phase factor, e−
∑
τ=i,j,k τ(qτ∧pτ ).
In order to establish the square integrability and irreducibility of D(q) we shall require
some preliminaries. These preliminary definitions hold true for complex and quaternionic
Hilbert spaces. The citations are given for the complex theory, however we shall present
it in the language of this manuscript.
Definition 4.5. (Page 144-146, [10]) A representation D of H is said to be cyclic if there
exists φ ∈ H (called cyclic vector of D) if
span{D(q)φ|q ∈ H} = H.
Lemma 4.6. (Lemma 12.1.3 in [15]) Let (D,H, Aˆ) be a representation. Suppose that
φ ∈ H is a cyclic square integrable vector of the unitary representation (D,H). Then D
is a square integrable representation.
Definition 4.7. (Page 204 [3]) A representation D(q) is said to be square integrable if
there exist a vector φ such that∫
H
|D(q)φ〉〈D(q)φ|dς = IH.
Proposition 4.8. (Page 146, [10]) A unitary representation D of Aˆ in H is irreducible
if and only if every non-zero vector φ ∈ H is cyclic for D.
Proposition 4.9. (Page 38, [14]) Every admissible vector is cyclic.
Definition 4.10. [3] A vector η ∈ H is said to be admissible for D(q), if
(4.16) I(η) =
∫
H
| 〈D(q)η | η〉 |2 dς <∞.
Now let us turn our attention to our case.
Lemma 4.11. If η ∈ H is a admissible vectors, then so also is ηp = D(p)η, for all p ∈ H.
Proof. For any q, p ∈ H,
(4.17) D(q)D(p) = e
∑
τ=i,j,k 2τ(qτ∧pτ )D(p)D(q).
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Now, let q, p ∈ H, then
I(ηp) =
∫
H
| 〈D(q)ηp | ηp〉 |2 dς(r, θ, φ, ψ)
=
∫
H
| 〈D(q)D(p)η | D(p)η〉 |2 dς(r, θ, φ, ψ) as ηp = D(p)η
=
∫
H
| 〈(D(p)D(q)η) e
∑
τ=i,j,k 2τ(qτ∧pτ ) | D(p)η〉 |2 dς(r, θ, φ, ψ) by 4.17
=
∫
H
| e−
∑
τ=i,j,k 2τ(qτ∧pτ ) | | 〈(D(p)D(q)η) | D(p)η〉 |2 dς(r, θ, φ, ψ)
=
∫
H
| 〈D(q)η | η〉 |2 dς(r, θ, φ, ψ) as D(p)η is unitary and | e−
∑
τ=i,j,k 2τ(qτ∧pτ ) |= 1
= I(η) ≤ ∞.
This concludes the proof. 
We have D(q)|e0〉 = |q〉 and the resolution of the identity∫
H
|q〉〈q|dµ = IH.
Therefore
(4.18)
∫
H
|D(q)e0〉〈D(q)e0|dµ = IH
Therefore by Definition 4.7 the representation D(q) is square integrable. From (4.18) we
also have
〈e0|e0〉 =
∫
H
〈e0|D(q)e0〉〈D(q)e0|e0〉dµ.
Since |e0〉 6= 0, this gives us
0 <
∫
H
|〈e0|D(q)e0〉|2dµ = | |e0〉|2 <∞,
therefore, |e0〉 is an admissible vector (see definition (4.10). Therefore, by Lemma 4.11,
the set
Λ = {D(q)|e0〉 | q ∈ H}
is a set of admissible vectors. On the other hand, the set Λ is the set of all coherent
states, so the set of vectors Λ is not only total but is an overcomplete family in H [9].
Proposition 4.12. The representation D(q) is irreducible.
Proof. Let φ ∈ H be any vector such that
〈D(q)e0|φ〉 = 0, ∀q ∈ H.
Then from (4.18) we have∫
H
〈φ|D(q)e0〉〈D(q)e0|φ〉dµ = ‖φ‖2 = 0
which implies φ = 0. Hence Λ⊥ = {0}. That is, for each q ∈ H, D(q)|e0〉 is cyclic and Λ
is dense in H. Therefore D(q) is irreducible. 
Therefore, in complete analogy with the complex displacement operator, we have
established a square integrable, unitary and irreducible displacement operator in the
quaternionic case.
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5. Symmetry
In quantum mechanics (complex or quaternion) Hamiltonians are expected to be in-
variant under a unitary transformation. In this section, let us show this invariance for
the quaternionic Hamiltonian HˆI with the parity operator. In this section, we shall also
discuss some properties of the displacement operator.
5.1. Symmetry properties. Consider the parity operator Π = eτπa
†a = eτπN , τ ∈
{i, j, k} acting on H as a linear operator. Note that
eτπN |en〉 = eτπn|en〉 = (cos(πn) + τ sin(nπ))|en〉 = (−1)n|en〉.
That is,
Π|en〉 = (−1)n|en〉
or equivalently
Π =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n|en〉〈en|.
Let us verify some properties of Π and symmetry of operators.
(1) Π2|en〉 = (−1)nΠ|en〉 = (−1)2n|en〉 = IH|en〉. Therefore
Π2 = IH.
That is, Π is a unitary operator.
(2)
ΠaΠ|en〉 = (−1)nΠa|en〉 =
√
n(−1)nΠ|en−1〉 = (−1)2n−1
√
n|en−1〉
= −√n|en−1〉 = −a|en〉.
Therefore
ΠaΠ = −a.
Similarly we have
Πa†Π = −a†, ΠPτΠ = −Pτ , ΠQΠ = −Q.
In other words, in terms of Poisson brackets,
{Π, a} = 0, {Π, a†} = 0, {Π, Pτ } = 0, {Π, Q} = 0.
(3) A straight forward calculation shows that ΠQ2Π|en〉 = Q2|en〉 and ΠP 2I Π|en〉 =
P 2I |en〉. That is,
ΠQ2Π = Q2 and ΠP 2I Π = P
2
I ,
and therefore
ΠHˆIΠ = HˆI ,
where HˆI is the Hamiltonian as in equation (3.11). That is, nondegenerate
eigenkets of the Hamiltonians are also parity eigenkets.
Next result states how the parity operator acts on the displacement operator:
Lemma 5.1. We have ΠD(q)Π = D(−q).
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Proof. We have D(q) = e−|q|2/2eq·a†e−q·a. Since
(q · a†)† = a†† · q = a · q = q · a
and similarly (q · a)† = q · a† we have
D(q)† = D(−q) = e−|q|/2e−q·a†eq·a.
Also note that (q · a)n = qn · (a)n. Since (q · a)n+1|en〉 = 0, we have
eq·a|en〉 =
n∑
j=0
qj
j!
√
n!
(n− j)! · |en−j〉
and therefore
e−q·a
†
eq·a|en〉 =
n∑
j=0
∞∑
m=0
(−1)mqjqm
m!j!
√
n!(n+m− j)!
[(n− j)!]2 · |en+m−j〉.
Therefore
D(−q)|en〉 = e−|q|2/2
n∑
j=0
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m qjqm
m!j!
√
n!(n+m− j)!
[(n − j)!]2 · |en+m−j〉.
Reasoning in a similar way we have
ΠD(q)Π|en〉 = (−1)nΠD(q)|en〉
= (−1)nΠe−|q|2/2
n∑
j=0
∞∑
m=0
(−1)j qjqm
m!j!
√
n!(n+m− j)!
[(n− j)!]2 · |en+m−j〉.
= (−1)ne−|q|2/2
n∑
j=0
∞∑
m=0
(−1)j(−1)n+m−j qjqm
m!j!
√
n!(n+m− j)!
[(n− j)!]2 · |en+m−j〉.
= e−|q|
2/2
n∑
j=0
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m qjqm
m!j!
√
n!(n+m− j)!
[(n− j)!]2 · |en+m−j〉.
Therefore ΠD(q)Π|en〉 = D(−q)|en〉 for all n. Hence ΠD(q)Π = D(−q). 
5.2. Some properties of the displacement operator. The following proposition
discusses two versions for the displacement operator. We note that in the complex case
the normal and the anti-normal ordering are both used without making any distinction
between them.
Proposition 5.2. The displacement operator D(q) satisfies
(i) the normal ordering property: D(q) = e−
|q|2
2 eq·a
†
e−q·a,
(ii) the anti-normal ordering property: D(q) = e
|q|2
2 e−q·aeq·a† .
Furthermore, the coherent state | γq〉 is generated from the ground state | e0〉 by the
displacement operator D(q),
(5.1) | γq〉 = D(q) | e0〉.
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Proof. Now, using Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff identity, we have
eq·a
†
e−q·a = e
1
2
[q·a†,−q·a]eq·a
†−q·a and eq·a
†
e−q·a = e
1
2
[−q·a,q·a†]eq·a
†−q·a.
This implies,
D(q) = e−
1
2
[q·a†,−q·a]eq·a
†
e−q·a = e−
1
2
[−q·a,q·a†]e−q·aeq·a
†
.
But, if q = q0 + iqi + jqj + kqk, then
[q · a†,−q · a] = −
 ∑
τ=i,j,k
[
(
q0√
3
+ qτ τ)(
q0√
3
− qτ τ)
] · IH
= −
 ∑
τ=i,j,k
[
q0
2
3
− q2τ τ2
]
· IH
 = −(q20 + q2i + q2j + q2k)IH = −|q|2IH.
Thus D(q) = e−
|q|2
2 eq·a†e−q·a = e
|q|2
2 e−q·aeq·a† , that is, (i) and (ii) follow. From the fact
that a | e0〉 = 0 and the normal ordering property: D(q) = e−
|q|2
2 eq·a
†
e−q·a, we get
D(q) | e0〉 = e−
|q|2
2 eq·a
†
e−q·a | e0〉 = e−
|q|2
2 eq·a
† | e0〉 =| γq〉.
The claims get proved. 
In the following proposition we show a peculiarity of the displacement operator, namely
the analog of the covariance property in the quaternionic setting:
Proposition 5.3. For any q, p ∈ H, D(q)D(p)D(q)† = e−
∑
τ=i,j,k 2τ(qτ∧pτ )D(p).
Proof. Let q, p ∈ H and A = (q · a† − q · a) and B = (p · a† − p¯ · a). Firstly, it should be
noticed that, from Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff identity, we get
D(q)[D(p)D(q)†]φ = eA[eBe−A]φ = eA[e
1
2
[B,−A]eB−A]φ
= eA[eB−Aφ e
1
2
[B,−A]] = eB(φ e
1
2
[B,−A])e
1
2
[A,B−A]
= eB(φ e[A,B]) = [e−
∑
τ=i,j,k 2τ(qτ∧pτ )D(p)]φ.
Hence,
D(q)D(p)D(q)† = e−
∑
τ=i,j,k 2τ(qτ∧pτ )D(p),
the desired result. 
In the complex case, the displacement operator for one mode in quantum optics is
the shift operator D(z) = eza
†−za, where z is the amount of displacement in the optical
phase space. The following proposition validate this claim in the quaternion case.
Proposition 5.4. The displacement operator D(q) satisfies the following properties.
(i) D(q)†aD(q) = a+ q. (ii) D(q)†a†D(q) = a† + q.
Proof. (i) Since
[a, (a†)2]|en〉 = 2
√
n+ 1|en+1〉 = 2a†|en〉 and [a2, a†]|en〉 = 2
√
n|en−1〉 = 2a|en〉,
we have
[a, (a†)2] = 2a† and [a2, a†] = 2a.
Similarly, when n is a positive integer, by induction on n we get
[a, (a†)n] = n(a†)n−1 and [an, a†] = nan−1.
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Consider
[a, eq·a
†
] =
[
a,
∞∑
n=0
(q · a†)n
n!
]
=
∞∑
n=0
qn
n!
· [a, (a†)n]
=
∞∑
n=1
qn
n!
· n(a†)n−1 as [a, IH] = 0
= q
∞∑
n=1
qn−1
(n− 1)! · (a
†)n−1
= q
∞∑
n=0
qn
n!
· (a†)n = qeq·a† .
That is,
aeq·a
† − eq·a†a = qeq·a† .
Hence multiplying by e−q·a
†
we get
e−q·a
†
aeq·a
† − a = q
or e−q·a
†
aeq·a
†
= a+ q which implies
eq·ae−q·a
†
aeq·a
†
e−q·a = a+ q.
Since e−|q|
2/2 is a real number the last expression implies
e|q|
2/2eq·ae−q·a
†
ae−|q|
2/2eq·a
†
e−q·a = a+ q
or equivalently
D(q)†aD(q) = a+ q,
where we have used the normal and anti-normal orderings of D(q), that is, we have used
D(q) = eq·a
†−q·a = e−|q|
2/2eq·a
†
e−q·a = e−q·aeq·a
†
e|q|
2/2.
The identity (ii) is simply the adjoint of (i). 
By Proposition 2.1, any non-real quaternion q can be written in the form q = x+ τy
where x = q0, y = |q1i + q2j + q3k| and τ = q1i + q2j + q3k/|q1i + q2j + q3k| ∈ S. By
Dτ (q) we denote the displacement operator restricted to the quaternion slice Cτ . We
have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.5. The displacement operator satisfies the following properties.
(i)
1
2
(
∂
∂x
− τ ∂
∂y
)
Dτ (q) = (a
†−1
2
q¯)Dτ (q). (ii)
1
2
(
∂
∂x
+ τ
∂
∂y
)
Dτ (q) = −(a−1
2
q)Dτ (q)
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Proof. To show that (i) holds we use Proposition 3.2, namely the fact that for any
quaternion q we have q · a = a · q and q · a† = a† · q.
1
2
(
∂
∂x
− τ ∂
∂y
)
(e−
|q|2
2 eq·a
†
e−q¯·a)
=
1
2
(
e−
|q|2
2 (−x)eq·a†e−q·a + e− |q|
2
2 eq·a
†
a
†e−q·a − e− |q|
2
2 eq·a
†
e−q·aa
−τe− |q|
2
2 (−y)eq·a†e−q·a − τe− |z|
2
2 eq·a
†
(τa†)e−q·a − τe− |q|
2
2 eq·a
†
e−q·a(τa)
)
= Dτ (q)(a
† − 1
2
q¯),
where, to show the equality, we used the obvious fact that τ commutes with q ∈ Cτ and
thus it can be moved to the left side. The second relation can be proved in a similar
way. 
Remark 5.6. We point out that in Proposition 5.5 the crucial facts which make the proof
work are the validity of Proposition 3.2 and the fact that the imaginary unit τ commutes
with the variable q ∈ Cτ . One may ask if the properties in Proposition 5.5 hold by
considering the operators ∂∂q and
∂
∂q and the displacement operator D(q). To show that
the answer is negative, let us consider
∂
∂q¯
=
∂
∂x0
+ i
∂
∂x1
+ j
∂
∂x2
+ k
∂
∂x3
which is the so-called Cauchy-Fueter operator. We observe that
∂
∂x1
qn = iqn−1 + qiqn−2 + q2iqn−3 + · · · + qn−1i
and similarly for the other partial derivatives. It is obvious that the three imaginary units
do not commute with the variable q (unlike what happens above for the imaginary unit
τ and the variable on the complex plane Cτ ). The same problem arises when applying
the partial derivatives to (q · a†)n and, more in general, to ∑∞n=0 1n!(q · a†)n. Thus one
cannot obtain an expression for ∂∂q¯D(q). This fact shows that in the slice-wise approach
we can prove the validity of additional properties of the displacement operator while, in
the global approach, the issues related to the non-commutative setting still appear.
It is worthwhile to add a comment on the notion on analyticity underlying this new
approach to quaternionic quantum mechanics, even though we do not explicitly make
use of this notion. However, the issue of what is the appropriate notion for analyticity
has been pointed out at the end of the introduction of Adler’s book [1]. The theory of
functions in the kernel of the Cauchy-Fueter operator ∂∂q , though very important and
very well developed, is not appropriate for several reasons. For example, the identity
functions, functions of the form f(q) = qn, the exponential eq are not in the kernel of
the Cauchy-Fueter operator. Thus, in the corresponding functional calculus, we cannot
define eT where T is a linear operator. Moreover, the functional calculus does not allow
a suitable definition of spectrum and, consequently, a spectral theorem. We refer the
interested reader to [13] for more information. For these reasons, it seems better to
use a different function theory and differential operators different from ∂∂q or
∂
∂q . The
notion of analyticity used in [13] and several other subsequent works was the notion of
slice hyperholomorphy, see [6, 13, 19]. As we already explained, any non-real quaternion
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q can be written uniquely in the form q = x + τy; if q is real then it is trivial that
q = x + τ0 for any τ . A real differentiable function f(q) is slice hyperholomorphic if
f(q) = α(x, y)+τβ(x, y) where α and β satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann system ∂xα−∂yβ =
0, ∂yα + ∂xβ = 0 and, in order to have a function well-posed, α(x,−y) = α(x, y),
β(x,−y) = −β(x, y). This class of functions includes the powers f(q) = qn and the
exponential eq. The functional calculus associated with it is based on the S-spectrum.
One should also note that any normal operator T can be written in the form T = A+JB
where A is self-adjoint, B is positive and J is anti self-adjoint and unitary. Thus the
class of functions allows to define f(T ) = α(A,B) + Jβ(A,B). Via the S-spectrum,
which naturally arises from the construction of the functional calculus, one also can
prove the spectral theorem for normal operators. Thus, also from the point of view of
the underlying function theory, we believe that quaternionic quantum mechanics has now
solid mathematical grounds.
6. Conclusion
In the quaternionic quantum mechanics literature there were several attempts to de-
fine a universal linear and self-adjoint momentum operator in quaternionic Hilbert spaces
resembling the complex momentum operator. It became obvious that, due to the non-
commutativity of quaternions, such an attempt cannot flourish in a left quaternionic
Hilbert space with a left multiplication only or in a right quaternionic Hilbert space with
a right multiplication only (see [1] for a complete review on this point). However, in this
manuscript, we have demonstrated that if we consider a right quaternionic Hilbert space
with a left multiplication on it, such an operator can be defined. Using the so defined
operators we have studied the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. A parallel picture of the
complex harmonic oscillator was not achieved on the whole space of quaternions. This
difficulty is not due to the defined operators but to the fact that it was not possible
to compute the sum of a quaternionic series in a closed form. However, a satisfactory
description has been obtained on a quaternionic slice.
A quaternionic displacement operator comparable to that one of the complex harmonic
oscillator has been attempted a few times. While studying Perelomov type coherent
states in the quaternionic setting, in [2] the authors proved that a unitary and irre-
ducible displacement operator cannot be obtained. In [25], while studying quaternionic
canonical coherent states, it is shown that a displacement operator like the complex har-
monic oscillator can generate coherent states from the ground state, however, it cannot
be associated to any algebra as a representation. In fact, it was proved that there is no
such an algebra which is closed (over the field in which it is spanned). However, in this
manuscript, we have proved that, a displacement operator resembling the complex har-
monic oscillator can be obtained as a representation on a Weyl-Heisenberg type algebra
with all the desired properties.
Thus, in our opinion, 80 years after the paper of Birkhoff and von Neumann, quater-
nionic quantum mechanics is now equipped with almost all the necessary tools to develop
it.
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